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Liz in September

Synopsis:

Liz knows several things since she was a child: that she is gay, that beauty is power, and that she will 
never be a victim. Determined to enjoy the time she still has left on earth, she hides her terminal 
disease from her friends. 

Eva lost her son to cancer. The pain and guilt she feels has tarnished the relationship with her 
husband, sinking both into isolation. Heading alone on her vacation, Eva's car breaks down leaving her 
stranded on the road. She ends up at Margot's inn where she meets Liz and her group of friends, all 
gay. Liz makes a bet that she can seduce the straight newcomer, a cruel game. Against all odds, the 
encounter between these two opposite women changes their lives, setting new perspectives where 
love, life, and death, away from any morals, play as simple steps of nature.

Inspired by the stage play “Last Summer at Bluefish Cove”.

Liz in September is a film by Fina Torres.



Patricia Velásquez Bio: 
Patricia Velásquez is constantly in motion. Her international career runs the gamut from modeling, 
acting and producing to being a successful beauty products entrepreneur, published author and 
passionate activist for Latino causes.

Modeling Career
In spite of being born into poverty in Venezuela, Velasquez triumphantly climbed to the top of the 
fashion world. She is considered by many to be the first Latina Supermodel and has been a runway 
star for top haute couture design houses like Chanel, Gucci, Versace, Dolce & Gabbana and Carolina 
Herrera. As a sought-after supermodel, Velasquez’ exotic features have adorned the covers of Vogue, 
Bazaar, Marie Claire and other international fashion magazines.
She was one of an elite group of models chosen for several issues of Sports Illustrated’s iconic 
swimsuit edition and was also a Victoria’s Secret model.For years, Velasquez was the familiar face of 
Cover Girl Cosmetics’ advertising campaigns. Additionally, she was featured in ads for Allure, Pantene 
and New York & Co.

Acting Career
Velasquez has appeared in foreign films such as such as “Le Jaguar,” and “Zapata.” However, she is 
best known for her role as Ank Su Namun in “The Mummy” and “The Mummy Returns.”Velasquez was 
critically acclaimed for her debut stage performance in the lead role of “School of the Americas” at the 
Public Theater in New York City. The play was produced by Philip Seymour Hoffman and written by 
Jose Rivera.
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Velasquez has appeared on many popular television shows including “American Family,” “CSI: Miami,” 
and “Arrested Development.” As a result of her high-profile life as a celebrity-activist, Velasquez was a 
guest on the Oprah Winfrey Show, a frequent judge at Ford Models’ Supermodel of the World contest 
and is frequently featured in main stream media as a Latina celebrity.

Published Author
In her new autobiography, “Straight Walk: A Supermodel’s Journey to Finding her Truth” (pub date: 
February 2015), Velasquez recalls her triumphant journey from poverty to international acclaim. In this 
intimate and inspiring memoir, she courageously reveals her personal truth.

Film Producer
Velasquez’ first experience in film production was as executive producer of “Cenizas Eternas,” an 
independent film in which she also played the lead role. Most recently, Velasquez was the associate 
producer and lead actor in “Liz in September,” a film directed by acclaimed director Fina Torres. The 
film is currently in theaters in Venezuela. As an actor and producer, Velasquez is constantly working on 
interesting and challenging new projects.

Successful Entrepreneur
In 2011 Velásquez successfully helped launch Taya Beauty, an organic line of beauty products, on the 

http://www.tayabeauty.com
http://www.tayabeauty.com


Home Shopping Network. Created from the super-botanicals of the rainforest, Taya Beauty skincare 
and hair care products are grown in environmentally sustainable programs in South American 
indigenous communities. Taya Beauty is now sold all over the world through HSN, QVC and Shopping 
Channels. 

Socially Conscious Activist
Concerned about the living conditions of Latin American indigenous groups like the Wayuu group in 
Venezuela, Velasquez founded Wayúu Taya Foundation, a nonprofit organization dedicated to 
educating the public and funding ways to improve conditions of Latin American indigenous groups, 
respecting their culture and belief. She competed on the television show “Celebrity Apprentice” on 
behalf of her foundation in 2012. 
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Filmmaker Fina Torres – Bio: 

FINA TORRES is an internationally acclaimed, veteran director/writer/producer who brings experience 
from all areas of filmmaking to the role. After studying and working in photography and journalism in 
Venezuela, Torres moved to Paris, where she earned a Bachelor's degree in cinematography from the 
Institute de Hautes Etudes Cinemato graphiques, IDHEC (currently known as FEMIS). She worked as 
a film editor, camera operator, and script supervisor after graduating, making short films and 
documentaries on the side. 

In 1985, Torres won the Cannes Festival Camera d’or, and twelve additional international prizes, for 
directing and producing her debut feature "Oriana". In 1993, she co-wrote, produced and directed her 
second feature, the comedy "Celestial Clockwork ", winner of four international awards. She directed 
and was the executive producer for the Fox Searchlight romantic comedy "Woman on Top", Official 
Selection "UnCertain Regard" in Cannes Film Festival, and nominated for Best Director at the 2001 
Alma Awards. In 2007 she co-wrote the romantic comedy "Prada To Nada", produced by Odd Lot and 
Lionsgate. In  2010, she directed "Habana Eva", a film she co-wrote and directed, which was shot in 
Cuba.  It has received nine international awards for Best Latino Film at numerous festivals, including 
LALIFF, NYLFF, Mezquite Award/San Antonio LFF, Amazonia IFF and others. 

Filmmaker Fina Torres – Artist Statement:
Jane Chamber's “Last Summer at Blue Fish Cove”, first produced in 1980, was the first mainstream, 
quality literary play in lesbian theatre history.  It came to me twice as a potential film.  The first time in 
2001, the second in 2012 when it became a reality as Liz in September.  I always believed that it’s not 
our sexuality, or the color of the skin, or our social status that defines our lives, but our choices. I felt 
compelled to make this movie.

It was a challenge to adapt this American play from the early 80s to a contemporary Latino story 
without losing its essence. The play focused with humor on the friendships, the fears of being outted, 
the difficulties of how being gay affected personal and professional relationships, the painful price a gay 
life often had 30 years ago.  Things have thankfully changed significantly in the 21st Century. Coming 
out of the closet is not as daunting now, in general, though we still have to deal with real underlying 
homophobia. The struggles today, and I'm referring to those in Western societies, are more about equal 
rights, marriage, children, working conditions, and respect.  Not tolerance, but equality and respect.

In Liz in September, homosexuality is nothing surprising or extraordinary; it is just as it is, normal. I 
believe all humans share the same joys, worries, desires, pains, a same uncertainty about death. And 
death is a subject present in my film: how do we deal with it, with the fear, the struggle and finally the 
acceptance. I also believe that every human being should have the right to choose how and when to 
die if a terminal illness radically compromises the quality of life. Euthanasia is indeed a controversial 
subject, not easy to deal with, but essential in our societal discourse today.

 This is why, while writing the script, I chose to go deeper into Liz's struggle to accept her impending 
death and her final choice, rather than on Eva's coming out as a lesbian. With Eva, I tried to state her 
grief, her seeking for redemption after the loss of her child. I focused on how her friends dealt with 
euthanasia and the fact that helping someone on her way out, against all odds, could become the most 
courageous act of love. Ultimately, I think this film is not only about friendship but how can love redeem 
us healing our deepest wounds.



I needed then to find a cast who could relate tightly to one another and give the sense of real 
friendship. I was lucky to find them. I always loved in all my films to mix very professional and re-known 
actors with beginners who I felt had enormous talent and charisma and who I was sure they would go 
way far in their careers. The casting process started very soon as I was writing the script with 
Venezuelan famous ex-model Patricia Velásquez, who’s beauty and capacity to play androgynous was 
the perfect match for Liz. Patricia had the will and desire to embody Liz’ character to a point it became 
for me difficult to separate one from another. Many elements of her biography became part of Liz’. Then 
came Mimí Lazo and Elba Escobar, our most famous and beloved actresses in Venezuela who taught 
me many things about life and drama. Danay García, the only Cuban, who I loved in a previous movie, 
was the obvious choice to play Coqui, the provocative sexy and outrageously funny Cuban girlfriend. 
Same for Arlette Torres, famous in the new generation of talented Venezuelan actresses. María Luisa 
Flores, dropped from heaven at the last minute, brought the freshness and sweetness her role 
required. And then came Eloísa. I was desperate not finding the right Eva. I know my characters so well 
that I can recognize them in the actors as soon as I see them and start the audition. Is like when you 
fall in love, the “coup de foudre”.  She was a ballerina, and fortune made us sit next to each other at a 
dinner party. I watched her and thought, God, she looks like Eva, she could be Eva. When I asked her 
for an audition she was straight forward: “I’ve never acted before but if you think I can deliver I will 
audition for the role”. The rest is history.  All these women became true friends as production went by.  
They were committed to the film and to pass its message, in spite of the toughness of the shooting 
conditions. It was essential to the story.  

I admit I have an utmost love of my country, the Venezuelan people, landscapes, and culture. It was 
challenging to go from the intimacy of the theatrical stage in America into the wide-open space of a 
movie in Venezuela, turning serene east coast beaches in the US into warm and blinding Caribbean 
coasts, transforming American dialogue into images.  I got passionate portraying the characters, wild 
Caribbean Latinas, with our particular idiosyncrasies, showing the way we relate to one another, the 
way we move, dance, fight and reconcile, cry and laugh. Because laughter is essential to us, even in 
the most excruciating drama.  It helps us to keep striving with optimism in spite of the hardships of life. 
And I think humor is the best weapon to transcend preconceptions and dismantle stereotypes. 

This movie is important to me. It opened my eyes to many things I couldn't see before.  It moved me to 
come home after three decades abroad.







CAST AND CREW

Fiction Feature Film Length: 100 min.
Format: HD - 35mm
Based on: Last Summer at Bluefish Cove From 
Author:  Jane Chambers
Title: Liz in September

Original Script: Fina Torres
Directed and Produced by: Fina Torres
Producers: Laura Ora mas I Liz Mago I Judy 
Miller Director Photography: Celiana Cardenas 
A.M.C. Set decoration: Roger Vargas
Sound: Frank Rojas Editing: Aleshka Ferrero

CAST:
Patricia Velásquez 
Eloísa Maturén 
Mimí Lazo
Danay García 
Elba Escobar 
Arlette Torres
María Luisa Flores 
Luis Gerónimo Abreu 
Karina Velásquez

FOR MORE INFO CONTACT
BettieO@wolfevideo.com 
 
 

DISTRIBUTOR
Wolfe Video

The largest exclusive distributor of lesbian, gay, bi  and transgender (LGBT) films, Wolfe has 
been serving customers since 1985. Major Wolfe releases in 2014 include the award-winning 
lesbian romantic  drama, Reaching for the Moon (co-starring Miranda Otto and Gloria Pires); 
the 2013 Sundance Film Festival hit, Pit Stop; and the highly acclaimed documentary I Am 
Divine. Wolfe is also well known for the DVD releases of such beloved modern classics as 
Kiss Me, Undertow, Desert Hearts and Big Eden. Wolfe’s acclaimed motion picture library can 

be found at WolfeVideo.com as well as at national retailers such as Netflix, Barnes & Noble, Amazon and 
VOD destinations such as Comcast, Time Warner, YouTube Movies, Hulu, iTunes and, of course, 
WolfeOnDemand.com.  Find more info online at http://www.wolfevideo.com. 
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